OPERATION TORCH, the British and American amphibious landings of Northwest Africa that began on 8 November 1942, was the first combined Allied offensive of the war. Viewed in many contradictory ways (brilliant or poorly thought out, the first liberation of French territory or aggression against a neutral), it blurred the lines between friend, neutrals, and enemies and tested the integrity of the western alliance.

The unified Anglo-American strategy for World War II was set at the Arcadia Conference, that ended in January 1942 in Washington D.C. Conferences decided there would be an invasion of French territory in Northwest Africa, (originally called OPERATION GYMANAST), which became OPERATION TORCH. It was militarily and logistically challenging since it was the first major allied amphibious operation of the war.

Throughout 1942, the British and Americans faced several political problems. First was the Soviet demand for a ‘second front’ to relieve the Nazi pressure on Soviet forces. The second problem was justifying the policy of defeating Germany first, and then Japan in defiance of US popular opinion that sought revenge for Pearl Harbor. A victory over the Nazis would aid in mollifying US opinion.

Though both General George C. Marshall, US Army Chief of Staff, and Admiral Ernest J. King, Chief of Naval Operations, still preferred a direct attack on Nazi occupied Europe, President Franklin Roosevelt ordered them to go ahead with TORCH. The invasion plans were ready by July of 1942.

The most sensitive aspect of the plan was attacking the French in the first place. Abandoned by the British at Dunkirk, who urged them to “fight on,” France had surrendered and made peace with the Third Reich in 1940. Thus France was neutralized; Admiral Darlan assured Great Britain that France’s significant naval power was also neutralized. This presented a conundrum for the US and Britain in 1942. Despite Darlan’s assurances, the British had bombed the French fleet at Mers el-Kébir near Oran, killing 1200 French sailors and generating bitter anti-British sentiment inside France. Further the British had attacked French territories in Dakar in September 1940, Gabon in November 1940, and occupied Syria in June 1941. In these ways the British acted as the aggressor again the technically neutral Vichy. The US had recognized Vichy as the legitimate government of France, and had diplomatic relations with it. Thus, the planned invasion of French territory in TORCH had major political implications.

Admiral François Darlan, the senior Vichy French military commander, coincidentally happened to be in Algiers at the time of the Allied invasion. A French patriot first, he was only secondarily a Vichy operative, and pursued his own agenda in dealing with the Allies. Maj. Gen. Charles de Gaulle, the blustering, self-proclaimed leader of all non-Vichy French forces played no meaningful role in OPERATION TORCH.

The French colonies of Morocco and Algeria, nominally controlled by Vichy France, were practically German protectorates. The political ambiguity of the legal status of these colonies may be recalled in the film Casablanca, starring Humphrey Bogart as American expatriate Rick. The police prefect played by Claude Raines was both obsequious to German officers but also independent enough to thwart them, and the whole plot revolved around Casablanca being outside of direct German control.

The Allied invasion of North Africa consisted of three invasion points at Algiers, Oran, and in French Morocco. Overall command was given to Lt. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower and was portrayed as an American operation. This was to offset anti-British feeling among of the French. TORCH had the first airborne drop by the 509th parachute regiment and there was no preliminary bombardment along the coast. There was short but intense fighting between the French and Allied forces. In some areas the
Allies lost men and ships to fighting French forces. The capture of primary targets was finished in three days.

Who was actually in charge of these overseas French territories was an issue of concern to the US. After the conquest, at the end of November, Eisenhower declared Admiral Darlan as the independent authority over Algiers and Morocco. This caused consternation in the US. FDR publicly clarified that the US only recognized Darlan as the one in charge of Algeria and French Morocco. In either case, Vichy France was now an irrelevant political force.

TORCH’s original goal of relieving pressure on the Soviet Union was not met, but it did provide the Americans entry into the European theater. It provided “seasoning” for the green American troops and had lessons for future joint operations. Following the landings, Hitler ordered a military occupation of all of France, even though Vichy would continue until 1944. The French returned to the Allied side (the “Free French Forces”). TORCH was the first allied operation that produced significant French casualties (over 3,000), with many more to come through bombardment and invasion.
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